A theoretical model for the steady-state response of anodic contactors that emit a plasma current Ii and collect electrons from a collisionless, unmagnetized plasma is presented. The use of a (kinetic) monoenergetic population for the attracted species, well known in passive probe theory, gives both accuracy and tractability to the theory. The monoenergetic population is proved to behave like an isentropic fluid with radial plus centripetal motion, allowing direct comparisons with ad hoc fluid models. Also, a modification of the original monoenergetic equations permits analysis of contactors operating in orbit-limited conditions. Besides that, the theory predicts that, only for plasma emissions above certain threshold current a presheath/double layer/core structure for the potential is formed (the core mode), while for emissions below that threshold, a plasma contactor behaves exactly as a positive-ion emitter with a presheath/sheath structure (the no-core mode). Ion emitters are studied as a particular case. Emphasis is placed on obtaining dimensionless charts and approximate asymptotic laws of the current-voltage characteristic.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction between a charge-collecting body and a surrounding plasma is a subject of current interest in space engineering. Specific areas of application are spacecraft charge control, electrodynamic tethers, ion thrusters, beam discharges, and artificial clouds. Here, we are interested in the operation of an electrodynamic tether where large electrical currents ( -10 A) are needed. ' This requires the use of efficient plasma contactors at both ends of the cable, the electron-collecting contactor, at the anodic end, being the most critical one since the thermal current density of ionospheric electrons is very low ( -1 mA/m2). Passive metallic electrodes and thermionic emitters seem unsuitable for those high currents because a contactor of either large area or high impedance is required.2 On-going laboratory experiments3-5 suggest that the most promising devices seem to be hollow cathodes, which attain a good electrical contact by emitting a plasma cloud, its external surface acting as an effective collecting area. However, both theory and technology still present gross uncertainties.
On the one hand, a complete theory would have to deal with the simultaneous presence of several difficult phenomena such as the breakdown of quasineutrality, the kinetic formulation generally required to track the species densities, the anisotropy introduced by the geomagnetic field and the motion and geometry of contactor, and the presence of plasma instabilities; meanwhile, theoretical analysis of simplified models, which progressively attack these phenomena, can be illuminating. On the other hand, no real "Present address: E. T. S. I. Aeronluticos, Ciudad Universitaria, Madrid 28040, Spain.
tests have yet been conducted in space, and ground experiments face great difficulties to simulate them.2'677 For a 10 A current, the ionospheric collecting diameter DC,,1 is above 25 m at maximum density. Clearly, to avoid wall effects, DC,,, should be, in actual simulation tanks, about two orders of magnitude lower. One thus needs to scale accordingly both Debye length A2, and electron gyroradius r,, so as to reproduce the dimensionless numbers DC,,,/&, -1 O4 and D&r,-lo3 which gauge electric shielding and magnetic channeling effects. Actual experiments, however, have values , , /r, , typically, very far from reproducing even moderate-current applications. Note, further, that the contactor itself should be similarly scaled. Ground experiments are necessary, nonetheless, to understand the complex physical processes occurring in contactor emissions and to validate the theoretical models.
The seminal work on passive electrodes immersed in unmagnetized plasmas is mainly due to Langmuir and his colleagues,8-'0 who proposed to use the current-voltage (CV) response for plasma diagnosis. Mott-Smith and Langmuir' showed that the maximum current a passive probe can collect from a collisionless plasma (the orbital motion limit) could be easily deduced from the particle energy and angular momentum conservation laws. Besides that limit, the determination of the current collected from a Maxwellian plasma requires us to solve, first, an integrodifferential equation for the potential. Bernstein and Rabinowitz" showed that the problem can be reduced to a differential equation if the attracted species is assumed to be monoenergetic (an idea already considered in Ref. 9) . With this assumption, Lam12 obtained asymptotic solutions for spherical and cylindrical probes. Later, Laframboise13 integrated numerically the Maxwellian model and compared it with the monoenergetic one, He found that, for a spherical probe, the agreement was excellent when R//Z+1 (R is the probe radius) and moderate only when R//Z& 1; for a cylindrical probe the agreement is fairly good for all probe radii. In conclusion, the monoenergetic approximation gives, at least for R/A,) 1 (the case we are mainly interested in), a successful balance between tractability and accuracy.
For active electrodes, experiments performed with thermionic emitters by Langmuir and Blodgett' showed that the collected current increases when the electrode emits an electrical current of opposite sign, but potential barriers at the electrode surface eventually bound the emitted and collected currents (the space charge limit). Both for passive probes and ion emitters, the potential profile is generally constituted by a non-neutral sheath, where most of the potential drop occurs, and an outer quasineutral presheath. Langmuir found that ionization of an interposed neutral gas can create a quasineutral core around the electrode and overcome the space charge limit; the sheath becomes then a double layer (i.e., a region with two layers of opposite electrical charge, and vanishing electric field at its edges) separating core and presheath. Double-layer structures are also common in plasma tube discharges, fusion plasmas, and natural space plasmas.'4 Experiments with plasma contactors immersed in unmagnetized, weakly collisional plasmas, suggest the core/double-layer configuration as very suitable. "-5 Planar double layers in plasma tube discharges were analyzed by Andrews and Allen15 using the monoenergetic approximation. Recently, this planar limit has been numerically approached by Katz and DavisI with a particular heuristic model. (The planar double-layer theory, which profits from a layer thickness much smaller than the typical scale of the plasma, can treat the layer as a discontinuity surface.) Spherical double layers have been studied by Wei and Wilbur.17 Their results were included by Gerver et al. 7 in a collisionless, double-layer model for spherical contactors. Iess and Dobrowolny" studied the presence of double layers in collisional plasmas, using a radial multifluid model that included heuristic collision terms.
We will here complete and extend the model of Gerver et aL in several aspects. We intend to (i) use more accurate kinetic models for the plasma species, (ii) apply consistently dimensional and asymptotic techniques, (iii) include the orbit-limited regime, and (iv) obtain a general expression for the CV response of a plasma contactor, Lam's analysis will be mainly used for points (i) and (ii). Point (iii) will require us to modify the original monoenergetic equations of Bernstein-Rabinowitz. Point (iv) is the final objective of the paper and tries to obtain results and conclusions useful for applications.
In Sec. II the model hypotheses and equations are discussed. In Sec. III we integrate Poisson's equation for the potential profile. In Sec. IV we analyze the current-voltage characteristic for the two modes and two regimes that are found. In Sec. V we discuss the work done and compare with other models.
II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
The plasma contactor is a sphere of radius R, biased to a positive potential VP relative to an undisturbed ambient plasma of density N,. The contactor emits ions (which are accelerated outward) and electrons (which remain contined around the anode), the flow of this emitted plasma being characterized by the ion current f, The currentcollection problem consists basically in determining the ambient-electron current. 1, to the anode as a function of VP, fj, R, and the thermodynamic state of the species; alternatively, we take Ie given and determine R. We assume that ev, is much higher than the thermal energy of all species, and we look for a steady-state solution with no magnetic field effects; also, we include neither collisional nor external ionization processes (the associated mean free paths are too high in the considered applications'). The problem then reduces to solving Poisson's equation,
where V(r) is the electrostatic potential along the radial distance r to the center of the anode, Ne( Nia) is the density of ambient electrons (ions), and N<., Ni are the corresponding densities of emitted species; ions are positive and singly charged. Collisionless kinetic theory is used to study the ambient plasma. For e Yp$ T,,, where ~ii, is the undisturbed temperature of the ambient ions, N, is accurately given by the Boltzmann equilibrium law," Ni,=N, exp( -eV/Ti,), (2) and the number of ions reaching the contactor is negligible. Far from the contactor the attracted species (electrons) is assumed to be monoenergetic with a uniform distribution of angular momentum J; the relation between the undisturbed energy E,, and the electron temperature is discussed in Sec. V. Assuming that there is a particular angular momentum JB, such that electrons with J< JB are absorbed by the anode while those with J>J, are turned back without reaching it, Bernstein and Rabinowitz" found that the electron density is (see Appendix A)
where b& J$/2m&, is proportional to the current collected:
and the plus and minus signs are to be used for r> rB and r < r& respectively; rB is given by Eq. (A3). The right-hand side of Eq. (3) requires that 1 +eV/E,,= >bf$?. Setting r= R, that condition reads I&, where ICtw turns out to be the orbit-limited current:
In Appendix A we show that once the orbital motion limit is attained, not all the electrons with J< JB reach the contactor; then Eqs. (3) and (4) are no longer valid and they are to be substituted by gq *++.L)IR+( l+ggj)"2 -a( 1 +g-Z) '", (3') ~e=~ehf; (4') inEq. (3'), wehavea=Oforr>r,orr<r,l,anda=2for r,, < r < rB; rBl iS given by Eq. (A4). Note that the current IcM depends on the contactor parameters and is independent of JB. In the following, for sake of clarity, Eqs. (3) and (4) For the emitted species we make an analysis similar to the ambient species. Although the exact distribution of confined electrons is difficult to compute, a plausible assumption, supported by experimental data,4V5*10 is that at least for a steady state, it also corresponds to a Boltzmann equilibrium Nec=Np exp[d V-VJ/T,I, (6) where the constant NP will be determined by imposing that the total plasma is quasineutral at least at the contactor surface, and T,, is the (known) electron temperature. For the emitted ions and assuming E,(eV,, where Ei, is their kinetic energy when leaving the contactor, we may neglect the angular momentum distribution (as in the AllenBoyd-Reynolds model for collection of zero-temperature ions by a sphere") because transverse velocities decrease like l/r as the ions move outwards; the expansion is then radial and we have 
THE POTENTIAL PROFILE Let us first consider a contactor operating in the BR regime (the OL regime will be briefly treated at the end of the section). To obtain the potential profile we have to integrate Eq. (1) together with Eqs. (2)- (4), (6) and (7). As R does nor appear explicitly in the density equations the most straightforward way of integration is from r= + 03 toward r=R, considering R, instead of I, as the unknown parameter. Far away from the anode there is a region, the presheath, where we have V=O( Ti,) and quasineutrality holds; moreover, if
[we will usually have p<O( 1 )], the densities of the emitted species may be neglected there. Then, Eq. ( 1) E=exp
The presheath asymptotically matches with a non-neutral sheath around the point r=rl, where dV/dr+ -CO. [It can be proven, from a local analysis of Eq. ( 1 ), together with the Bernstein-Rabinowitz hypotheses that lead to Eq. (3), that the transition to the sheath cannot occur at any r different from r,; therefore, the sheath outer boundary is uniquely determined.] Figure 1 shows r,/bB and eV,/T,, versus the parameter p=Ee,/Ti,; for P<l we have rl/bB= (efi/8) "4 and eV/T,, -f+ (2j?/e)"2, while for p> 1 we have rl/bB= 1 -In 2/2P and eV,/T,, -In 2 + ( 1 -In 2)/2P. l2 Notice that the quasineutral approximation for the presheath only requires that r, > (Debye length).
The details of the transition layer between presheath and sheath are relevant only locally and they are not needed to pursue the analysis.12 Inside the sheath, an asymptotic analysis shows that eV-eV,%E,,, the electric field is much higher than outside it, and only the accelerated species (ambient electrons and emitted ions) are important. Also, Eq. (3) for N, admits the approximation (10) as long as ($?-1) xeV/LF,,. This simplified expression for N, is the only one we will need hereafter because it can be shown that N, becomes negligible when b$/? -e V/E,, % 1. Now, defining the dimensionless variables rl TS-r' and using Eqs. ( 1 ), (7), and ( lo), the sheath potential F( 7) fulfills Note that the thermal energy of the species have been consistently neglected in Eq. ( 11 j. The integration of Eqs. (11) and (12) shows that, when r increases, the electric field dF/dT starts increasing from zero, reaches a maximum at F=Fd( l+p'), and decreases afterward. Depending on the values of p and Fp, either dF/dT becomes zero at certain F < Fp (the core mode), or F reaches Fp with dF/dT still positive (the nocore mode). The transition between modes depends on a function p=p,(Fp), later determined, such that the core and no-core modes correspond to p >ps and p <pcl respec.= tively.
A. The core mode
Here, the integration of Eqs. ( 11) and (12) ' Vz=? F,V",p). P
In this mode, the sheath is actually a double layer and point 2 is its inner boundary. Around that point there is a transition from Eq. ( 11) to the equation
and a quasineutral core occupies the region R < r < rp (The details of this transition are similar to those of point 1.) The potential V(r) inside the core comes out from Eq. (14) together with Eqs. (6), (7), and (10). Particularizing V(r) at r=r2 and r= R we determine Np in Eq. (6) and the contactor radius, R?
For the (common) case VP--V24 VP, the last factor in Eq. (15) is approximately equal to I, and the contribution of N, to Eq. (14) is negligible. Therefore, the core structure depends mainly on the emitted ions dynamics and the confined electrons temperature. (Note, then, that the inclusion of anomalous sc.attering of the accelerated electrons would scarcely modify the core potential profile.) Contrary to the double-layer outer boundary (point ljl the inner boundary (point 2) is not singular (i.e., dV/dr ] 2 is finite) ; it has been uniquely determined from the condition that the total electric charge inside the dou-3850
Phys. Fluids B, Vol. 4, No. 12, December 1992 ble layer is zero. Actually, Eq. (14) presents two singular points for V(r) but both are placed out of the region where it is valid: the first one corresponds to N;z N, and is the inflection point of the double-layer potential, Eq. ( 11 j; the second one corresponds to eV=eVp+ E,--TeJ2 and, in order to obtain a monotonic profile with dV/dr ~0, we must impose the Bohm-like condition
B. The no-core mode
The core region vanishes (r?-+R, V,-&,j when dF/dr becomes zero just at F=FY The transition curve to the no-core mode, p=ps(Fp), can be determined from the implicit equation Fp= F2(Fp,p) . Wei and Wilburt7 computed the relations PJ Fp) and -r, [F,,p,( F,) ]; Appendix B treats analytically the asymptotic case F,#l, obtaining for those relations the approximate laws (B3) and (B4).
When ,u <p,( Fp) the sheath extends till the contactor surface and is no longer a double layer (dF/dTI R > 0). Now, the integration of Eqs. (11) and ( 12) yields, at F= Fp, a relation r= I-J F,,,u) and, finally, the probe radius R=rdrp(Fptp); (17) the approximate law (B2) for T~(F~,~) is valid in the asymptotic case Fp> 1. Therefore, in the no-core mode the contactor operates exactly as a positive-ion emitter (N,=(J): the emitted electrons are confined to a thin boundary layer around the contactor and its influence on the global current-voltage response is negligible.
C. The OL regime
The integration of Eq. ( 1) using now Eqs. (3') and (4') for N, and I, is similar to the BR regime; in particular both the core and no-core solutions exist. (The mode and the regime a contactor is operating at depends on several parameters, as we discuss in See. IV.) In the presheath, the potential is obtained from N,-Nj, [if Eq. (8) holds] and the condition dV/drA 53 gives again the sheath outer boundary; both rI/bB and eV,/T,, depend now on /3 and b,/b,. [At point B, there is a discontinuity of dV/dr due to the change in factor a of Eq. (3') for N,; it can be proven that its effect is small and local.] In the sheath (or in the double layer) the potential V(r) fulfills again Eqs. (11) and ( 12) .ij=p and Fare redefined in the following way: For the core mode, t.he potential in the core is obtained from Eq. ( 14) with Eq. (3' ) for N,. Finally, if the electrode is an ion emitter instead of a plasma emitter (i.e., it only emits positive ions, so N,,=O), a quasineutral core cannot be formed, but both the BR and the OL regime may exist. For,u <pJFJ, Eq. (17) is valid: the case p=pu,(FJ corresponds to the space charge limit, when the electric field at the emitter surface just becomes zero; and the range p >pJFJ is unphysical because it leads to nonmonotonic profiles that would turn the emitted ions back to the electrode.
IV. CURRENT-VOLTAGE DIAGRAMS
It is here convenient to use the dimensionless parameters
3 so that X,EFJ$'~, jiEpj@ and j,(p) is computed with the aid of Fig. 1 ." For the OL regime the CV characteristic is, in both modes, Eq. (4'); in dimensionless form we have l/2 je=jeM(xp,P) =S"2+ffp . [In this regime, the integration of Poisson's equation is only needed to determine the potential V(r) and the ratio bB/bR in terms of xpt R/AD, 0, j, Ei~T,n and T,~Ti, .] Let us consider now the BR regime, where V(r) had to be known prior to determine the CV diagrams. In the nocore mode the dimensionless CV characteristic is, from Eqs. (41, (171, and (181, 
For zero emission, ji=O, the classical passive anode diagrams are recovered. For xp (and p) fixed and ji increasing, the total (negative) charge inside the sheath decreases and j, increases; according to Eq. (21), the effects of the ion emission are significant only when ji>O(fp), roughly. At the transition to the core mode, the sheath total charge vanishes and the values of the emitted and collected currents, j&f@ and jedfp,P>9 are obtained from j,(X,,PJi) together with ji/je=pLs(Xde *-2'3); for the thick sheath limit we have the approximate laws (22) Figure 2 shows j, versus gp for several values of ji and TimR4'3/T, ~~3;  the OL regime has not been included so the curves are valid as long as j,qew Whereas j, always increases with ji increasing (till reaching the OL value j,,), we observe in Fig. 2 that the variation of j, with ,qp is not monotonic except for the passive case. Moreover, the CV response is very different from one mode to the another. While, in the no-core mode, j, depends mainly on xp, in the core mode, j, is governed by ji and depends weakly on F,. It is found that j,-ji(ln ji)-"' when the core starts forming and j,-ji when the core is fully developed. We also observe, from curves (a) and (b) of Fig. 2 , that an increase of the core temperature T,, decreases the current collected j,. The CV response for values of fi and Ei~T,, other than those used in Fig. 2 does not present qualitative differences. Notice that jis a Ti'2/ln xp, roughly, SO the higher gp is, the In Fig. 3 we have computed the emission current ji and larger the ion current we require to reach the core mode. Increasing ji beyond j,(g,,fl), the quasineutral core starts contactor potential xp required to collect several currents j, (with R/AD, fl, and TJTi, fixed). Here, the different developing, moving the double layer away from the anode; functional response for the two modes and the two regimes in this process the double-layer thickness ratio r/r2 usually are more dramatically shown. As long as ji<gp, the poten- The curves represent the Bernstein-Rabinowitz regime only, i.e., j, is assumed to be less than x/4fi "2. The dashed line separates the core (left) and no-core (right) modes.
decreases. Using Eqs. (4)) ( 13 ), and ( 15 ) , the dimensionless CV characteristic for the core mode has the functional form (so FP-IO-'yP). The region to the left (right, resp.) of the dashed line corresponds to the no-core (core, resp.) mode. The horizontal segments represent orbit-limited conditions. tial required is approximately the passive limit value,
.yp-W~,)
4's'7~6* but, if O&J 6ii, the same current j, Je , can be collected with a potential ,xP -j, (that means, in Fig.  3 , two orders of magnitude less). For j&i,, the OL regime is reached and j,, Eq. (19), is independent of ji. Figure 4 allows us to determine, in the parametric plane ;y,-R//1,, whether a plasma contactor reaches the orbital motion limit within the no-core or core modes (the case represented in Fig. 3 corresponds to the last case) . The solid line is j,,(;U,,p) =j+&$?), or, using Eqs. ( 19) and (22) Above this line, we have j,, < j,,, so the OL value is attained once the core is formed, on the contrary, when the contactor parameters lay below the solid line the OL. current is attained before the core is formed. Notice that plasma contactors for current-collection applications, which usually have R&,, will collect the OL current in the core mode for all practical values of ,Q,. The dash line in Fig. 4 is j,,=j&$3,ji==O) , or, using Eqs. (21) and
the parametric domain below? this dash line corresponds to electrodes that collect the OL current even in the passive limit, ji=O. This orbit-limited domain was already identified by Laframboise but not by Lam, who incorrectly used Eq. (3) for N, to study the case R/,ln41. (With the Maxwellian model, a spherical passive probe collects the OL current only in the asymptotic limit R/h,=O.) Finally, the CV characteristic of an ion emitter (iV,=O) is given by Eq. (20) and the space charge limit (dash lines in Figs. 2 and 3) is an upper bound for both the emitted and collected currents; ion emitters are then restricted to jil;i,(X,8), j,9minIj,,(~~tP>,j,,,(,~~,~)l, so they cannot collect the OL current when they are above the solid line of Fig. 4 . Therefore, the space charge upper bound makes ion emitters unsuitable for high-current applications in space.
V. DISCUSSION
We have presented a theoretical model for the steadystate current-voltage response of spherical plasma contactors acting as anodes. approximate kinetic models have been used for the plasma species. Using standard dimensional analysis and asymptotic techniques, the influence of the various dimensionless parameters on the potential profile and the collection of current have been studied. Both approximate asymptotic laws and numerical charts for the the CV diagrams have been obtained. Results are also applicable to cathodes exchanging VP by ( VP1 and the roles played by ions and electrons.
The theory covers the full range of plasma emissions by the contactor. It also includes ion emitters and passive electrodes as particular cases. The theory predic.ts that two operating modes exist (for a plasma contactor): when the emission of plasma is low the contactor behaves basically as a positive-ion emitter, the potential profile having a sheath/presheath structure (the no-core mode j, while for high plasma emissions the contactor can sustain a quasineutral core (the core mode), separated from the presheath by a double layer. As a consequence, the CV response (in the BR regime) is qualitatively ditferent in each mode: in the no-core mode the current collected depends mainly on the contactor potential while in the core mode it is basically proportional to the emitted current. We may then conclude that only plasma emitters operating in the core mode can both collect a high current and have a small impedance. The no-core/core modes present strong analogies with the no-ignited/ignited modes observed in some ground-based experiments4 where a neutral gas cloud surrounds the contactor; the ignited mode corresponds to contactor potentials V, above some critical value, when the major source of emitted current Ii is the ionization of gas by the electrons accelerated through the double layer; li is here governed by the density of neutrals and the doublelayer inner potential Vz.
A subject not included in other active electrode theories is the analysis of the OL regime. To our knowledge, Eq. (3') has not previously been treated analytically, even in passive probe theories. The OL regime is, in a certain sense, more relevant for active electrodes than for passive ones, because it covers a broader region in the parametric plane xp-R/lD.
For ion emitters the most interesting result is that the collected current is upper bounded either by the orbital motion limit or by the space charge limit, depending mainly on the emitter radius. The OL regime is attainable by plasma emitters of any radius if the emitted current is high enough.
Within the assumed collisionless framework, I,,, Eq. (5), is the maximum current a contactor can collect. The presence of counterstreaming and trapped populations makes possible the onset of streaming instabilities, mainly within the core. In our unmagnetized plasma case, the induced scattering and turbulence could (a) enhance the current collected beyond leM and (b) favor core thermalization. Then, Eqs. (15) and (23), which determine the core potential and the CV response for the BR regime, could be valid beyond the orbital motion limit (at least while V,-V,C VP). In a magnetized plasma, the anomalous scattering is considered essential to enhance cross-field transport and, therefore, the collected current. ' Finally, a remarkable point of the monoenergetic model, which we have not mentioned before, is that an algebraic manipulation of Eqs. (3) and (4) yields the following Bernoulli-like equation: 7 (e+&) +E,, ( $)2-eV=Eem , (24) where i,= -IJ4n-?eN, is the average electron radial velocity. Hence, a monoenergetic population behaves like an isentropic fluid with radial plus centripetal motion; the average angular momentum is JB/d and the specific heat ratio is 3, as in the case of electron-plasma waves in a collisionless plasma.21 Moreover, for Eq. (24) to exactly represent an isentropic fluid equation, the undisturbed electron temperature must be equal to (2/3)E,, [this value is slightly smaller than the one proposed by Lam, (7r/4)E,,, based on equating for small potentials the random thermal current of the monoenergetic and Maxwellian populations]. For the OL regime, there does not exist a simple fluid equivalence because N, in Eq. (3') depends on the contactor parameters through bR. Equation (24) proves that ad hoc radial fluid models, widely used in the literature, do not recover an essential feature of the particle motion: the reflection of particles with high angular momentum. The consequence is twofold: on the one hand, radial models overestimate the current collected (for instance, the commonly used isothermal model gives a 60% overestimate on i,), and, on the other hand, they cannot properly recover the OL regime. [Integration of Eq. ( 11) shows that, for passive electrodes, trapped particles may exist for sheath radii r, > 2.4R, instead of r1 > 1.3R given by Lam."] Bernstein and Rabinowitz limited their analysis to R > rM to avoid treating the trapped particles problem; they consequently did not reach the orbit-limited regime. Laframboise considered both regimes (and several ones for the Maxwellian model) but trapped particles were always neglected. Ln our theory, trapped electrons have been assumed part of the confined electron population.
APPENDIX B: SHEATH ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS
Equations ( 11) and ( 12) can be treated analytically in two limits: FP< 1 (thin sheath) and FP> 1 (thick sheath). In the applications we are considering the thin sheath limit appears in the core mode when ?i is high enough, while the thick sheath limit appears in the no-core mode at high P> and low I'?
The thitz (or quasiplanar) sheath solution is well known:" We will here derive the asymptotic solution for a thick sheath in the no-core mode. Calling ,~pFp"~, Eq. (11) gives F(T,F~,cT) =A(a)r+O(~ln T) when r&l, the (positive) function A(o) being computed by integrating ( 11) from r= 1 with conditions ( 12 ). Hence, at dominant order, the electric field is Coulombian and proportional to A(a). The numerical integration shows that the linear approximation A(aj =A,( I-do,j with A,= 1.9 and o,-2.1 is good enough for practical calculations. This yields Fe= (1 --~)~0wqp;2)
as an implicit equation for rJF,,p); for p=O we recover the classical passive anode results. Setting now F=O at T= 1, we obtain a relation between fiP and rP, 2F,-3~7, In rp . GW A comparison of Eqs. (B3) and ( B4) with the numerical results of Wei and Wilbur17 shows that these analytical approximations give an error of less than a 5% for F,>20. Finally, we propose the patc.hing law Fp-( l-&)z4~p+~~nr, to easily approximate r,(F,,p j in the complete range O<pQ&F~".
